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Science PSP. Fantastic work by Calvin yr8

Alex is a natural

Liam and Louis made Eatwell information
posters about the different food groups.

Clayton has been practising his portraits.
This is amazing!
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Looking at friendship in Parks
In Parks this week, we have been looking at friendships. Paige
thought of different things to do when someone is unkind.

Adding inverted commas to speech in Parks
Well done, James! You worked incredibly hard on this, even
coming back to it after a break.
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Brilliant maths work from Seb
Well done, Seb! You have completed great work in maths this
week, even completing challenges.

Wonderful instructions from Finley
Finley wrote a set of instructions on how to run from a teacher. I
really enjoyed reading this. Well done!

Amazing work from Libby!
Fantastic work from Libby in her intervention lesson. She has
been working on this comic strip and focusing on her
handwriting.
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Creating sentences.
Josh and Kieran did really well creating their own sentences with
capital letters and full stops.

Plague doctors
Naomi produced some wonderful research when looking at who
the plague doctors were! Well done Naomi 👏

Keep it up Kaden

Kaden Hopwood was focusing on how the 5 senses would have
reacted during the great �re of London! Brilliant work Kaden!

Printing mistake?
Connor Weston has been making football cards for staff
members this week. However, he has given Mr James a rating of
88 out of a possible 100! Surely that’s a printing error ?? Great
work Connor!

Tam O'Shanter farm
What a lovely trip to the farm last Friday. Well done for earning
your 20 points!

Naomi’s English
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Naomi worked brilliantly in English this week when describing,
using adjectives, what a �re looks like. Well done

Adam has had a great few days in Daley. He
has created a great piece of art work with
paint. Well done!

Alex is taking control!
Well done Alex for using your planner to control and structure
your day. Keep it up!
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MacArthur maths
Liam has been working with Miss Kelly to complete his maths
work. At this rate Liam, you will be GCSE ready!! Well done!

Arran's Computing Work

Ethan created a self-portrait using paint!
Well done!

Seth's The World Around Us Work

MacArthur maths
Sam has demonstrated his KS3 maths skills, well done Sam. Keep
going!
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Jake's Geography Work

MacArthur maths
Well done Ellie, you are working hard in maths generating sets of
data.

Ryan's History Work

Max really put thought into reasons why
energy drinks can be bad for people.
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Kayden Maths
Powerpoint presentation
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Kayden english
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Ty's Weekly Update
Ty has demonstrated he can develop his art work this week. He
has been experimenting with inks and technique.
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Liv's Life Drawings
Liv has been developing her theme this week. She has really
demonstrated she has a good sense of colour. She has mixed
these skin tones herself with inks.

Social time
Curie enjoying a morning game of Dobble. Mr Freeman yet to
record a victory.

Excellent Excel
Cameron has made a massive improvement in his computing
lessons recently. Here is his work using functions, formulas and
creating graphs from non adjacent columns.

Leon’s Canvas
During sensory breaks this week Leon has been putting the
�nishing touches to his Canvas - Well done Leon
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Impromptu debate in Storey Base
During PSHE an unexpected political debate broke out. Dylan
and Liv had opposing views but we’re able to debate their points
showing respect and courtesy to their opponents - better than
our leaders in parliament!

New found art skills
Dylan from Storey has been developing some new painting skills.
Very impressive work, well done Dylan

Famous Volcanoes
Amelia researched some of the world’s most famous volcanoes
and completed a whole table of information.

Maths additions
Jess has been working hard on her additions in Maths, adding
two 3 digit numbers. Well done Jess.
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Features of a Newspaper article
Caiden in Curie worked on creating his own newspaper article
using different features such as a Headline, an Introduction and
quotes.

RE: Buddhism
Jacob in Curie produced a well written piece of work on the life
of the Buddha, the founder of Buddhism.

Great geography
Joe worked superbly labelling his world map with the continents
and oceans. Well done!
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Horse Therapy
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0:20 video
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Horse Therapy
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Horse therapy

Leo has worked hard to extend sentences in
English! Great work!
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Kieran and Josh have been working hard on
addition! Well done!

Maths Genius
Drew in Anderson scored an amazing 90% on his maths test this
week. What a superstar!

Super work from Shaye in Anderson. He worked really hard
designing his own sugar skull in art.

Amazing Aiyana
Wow! Aiyana wrote an incredible piece of English work this
week. Well done!
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Terrific English work from Taylor W
Concentrating brilliantly and achieving his IEP literacy target

Brilliant English work from Kyle
Smashing his literacy IEP target and impressing Ms Rye and Mrs
Marsland

Fabulous English work from Ty
Working hard and meeting his literacy IEP target TWICE in one
week!

Newton learning about Bunsen burner
safety
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Perfect Parks
What a great impression James, Paige, Ruby, Olly and Finley
made on Ms Rye during their literacy lesson on Tuesday. They
worked hard, listened well and contributed so maturely. It was a
great pleasure working with them.

STEM club - fun with the Van de Graff
generator

Loom bands
Katelyn tapped into her creative side this week and made
bracelets and rings using loom bands.

Bye bye Mr Paradysz
Nathan played Mr Paradysz at chess. As a goodbye gift, Nathan
beat him fairly conclusively.
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Turing’s fancy fish fingers
Jack, Callum, Liam and Nathan made �sh �ngers from salmon
�llets. They are doing really well with their BTEC cooking skills!

Great history work
Bobby.G put these historic events in chronological order. He
even had enough time at the end of the lesson to help others
with their lists. Amazing effort Bobby!

Reading Assessment Success
Well done to all pupils who have completed reading assessments
this week. You have done yourselves proud!

Excellent story
Well done to Joe for writing an excellent adventure story. This
was a pleasure to read.
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Great writing
Jayden.F wrote a great account of the best thing that has ever
happened to him! Sounds like you had an eventful holiday
Jayden!

Daley had a debate this week in PSHE.

Freddy worked hard to write a diary this
week in English. Well done!
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